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Pattern artist Angie Grace brings you 50 gloriously graceful garden inspired coloring design patterns

suitable for adults and older children. In this volume you'll find fabulous frilly flowers and playfully

perplexing posies, all presented in Angie's unique and whimsical pattern art style. Artwork is printed

on one side of the page only and has been drawn with marker artists and colored pencil fans in

mind. (Crayon artists, keep your sharpener handy - or visit Angie's author page to find her special

edition Flowers companion books that contain drawings sized perfectly for crayons and wide tipped

markers.)
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Having recently rediscovered how much fun (not to mention relaxing) it is to color, I purchased

several color books and this was one of them. This book is definitely one of the better quality books

that I've received. The paper is good quality, the designs are printed on only one side of the page

and the design/pattern lines are thick enough to not get lost in the coloring, but not so thick that they

interfere with the design. The pages take colored pencils, markers and gel pens equally well.The

designs are intricate enough that they take some thought when deciding how to color them, which is

a major plus. And the patterns lend themselves to more than one finished design, if that makes

sense. I purchased 2 of this volume and gave one to my sister who also enjoys coloring and when

we get together and compare finished pages, they sometimes look like completely different designs



depending on how we *saw* the pattern in the design.It's a great book and I am enjoying it so much

that I have already purchased some of the other volumes & put others on my wish list for Christmas

gifts this year!8/17/2015 - edited to add a few photos of finished pictures to give an idea of the

wonderful variety of patterns in the book. There is a nice variety of complex (with tiny details)

patterns as well as simpler, more open patterns in this book, While I didn't time myself when

coloring any of the patterns (I'm about half-way through this book), I'd estimate that each page I've

finished took between 3 & 8 hours total to complete.All of these pictures were colored with a

combination of Copic markers, Spectrum Noir markers and Sharpie ultra fine markers.

Sampler (Special Edition - One Page From Every Single Angie Coloring Book!) (Angie Grace)

Flowers (Angie's Patterns Volume 8) Classy (Angie's Patterns Volume 13) Quirky (Angie's Patterns

Volume 14) Doodles (Angie's Patterns Volume 7) Whimsy (Angie's Patterns, Vol. 2) Snazzy

(Angie's Patterns, Vol. 3) Spiffy (Angie's Patterns, Vol. 5) Whimsical Flowers Floral Designs and

Patterns Square Coloring Book (Sacred Mandala Designs and Patterns Coloring Books for Adults)

(Volume 64) Nature Designs: Amazing Natural Flowers and Women Patterns to Relax and Reduce

Stress (nature sesigns, beautiful woman, natural patterns) Balance (Angie's Extreme Stress

Menders Volume 1) Wow (Angie's Extreme Coloring Books Volume 1) Cool (Angie's Extreme

Coloring Books Volume 2) Safari Animal Patterns: 30 Exotic Safari Animal Patterns to Feel the

Wildlife World (Safari Animal Patterns, animal designs, zendoodle) Fat Angie Angie Lewin: Plants

and Places Adult Coloring Book: Butterflies and Flowers : Stress Relieving Patterns (Volume 7)

Adult Coloring Book: Cats Birds Flowers and Butterflies : Stress Relieving Patterns (Volume 12)

Flowers: An Adult Coloring Book: (Volume 2), #1 Book For Your Inner Artist, An Adult Coloring Book

with Over 30 Unique Patterns & Designs To Color, Roses, Sunflowers, lilies and more, Perfect Gift

Flowers and Flyers: Adult Coloring Book of Flowers, Songbirds, Hummingbirds, Butterflies, Owls,

Ornamentals and More! 
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